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Executive Summary 

This document describes the final implementation outcome of task T5.4 which focuses on 
the integration of legacy systems with the DIGICOR middleware, and leveraging and 
extending mapping technologies with information stored in these legacy systems. In 
particular, it aims to support software developers looking to produce service tools for 
deployment on the DIGICOR Aerospace and SMECluster Automotive portals which 
leverage live data from the manufacturing facilities of the portal members. It documents the 
APIs and data models present in both Use Cases with additional clarification provided 
through manufacturing scenarios. 
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1 Introduction to Deliverable 

1.1 Deliverable Purpose and Scope 

The purpose of this document is to describe the final implementation outcome of task T5.4 
which focuses on the integration of legacy systems with the DIGICOR middleware, and 
leveraging and extending mapping technologies with information stored in these legacy 
systems. In particular it aims to support unified access to data in the manufacturing facility, 
regardless their source and format and provide transparent access to real-time automation 
data within the manufacturing facilities coming from sensors, controllers (e.g., PLCs), 
position encoders etc. 

1.2 Target Audience 

The document aims at DIGICOR tool developers and DIGICOR users who are interested in 
providing data from their manufacturing facility to the DIGICOR platform. In addition, it 
provides the European Commission (including appointed independent experts) with a 
description of the final release of the DIGICOR Middleware software components.    

1.3 Deliverable Context 

This document is a result of Task 5.4: “Data access API implementation” and describes the 
data access API and the reference data store in DIGICOR. The deliverable is of type 
“Public”. Related information about the final release of the DIGICOR Middleware software 
components can also be found in the public Annexes of the deliverables D5.2 and D5.4, as 
well as in D5.10.  

1.4 Document Structure 

This deliverable is broken down into the following sections: 

 Section 1: Introduction: An introduction to this deliverable including a general overview 
of the project, and outlines the purpose, scope, context, status, and target audience.  

 Section 2: Data access API and reference data store: This section describes the fac-
tory connector and the manufacturing information exchange  

 Section 3: Acronyms 

 Annexes: 

 Annex A: Document History 

1.5 Document Dependencies  

This deliverable D5.8 “Data access API & Reference data store (Final Release)” has no 
follow-up deliverable. It is intended to be read in the context of the deliverables mentioned 
in section 1.3. 

1.6 Glossary and Abbreviations  

A list of acronyms is provided in section 4. In addition, a definition of common terms related 
to DIGICOR, as well as a list of abbreviations can be found on the DIGICOR website. 
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1.7 External Annexes and Supporting Documents 

This document has no external annexes. It is supported by the deliverables mentioned in 
section 1.3. 
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2 Data access API and reference data store 

2.1 Factory Connectivity  

The Factory Connector (FC) enables the integration between factory data sources and the 
DIGICOR platform. It forms an on-premise endpoint (“edge”) of the DIGICOR infrastructure, 
supporting the collection and preparation of data for DIGICOR tools (see Figure 1). The FC 
provides a convenient, controlled and secure conduit through the factory firewall and/or 
proxy. Relying on open communication protocols wherever possible, it offers transparency 
with regard to which local data are shared with the cloud. Following this common 
architecture, two versions of the Factory Connector were developed. They serve as the 
basis for different use cases in DIGICOR and illustrate how the open architecture allows the 
development of custom FCs that are tailored towards the requirements of a specific domain.  

 

Figure 1: DIGICOR factory connectivity overview 

2.1.1 Guided Configuration Factory Connector 

The Guided Configuration FC developed by fortiss places special emphasis on simplifying 
the task of the user (factory IT manager / factory engineer) to link factory data into DIGICOR. 
Built on the premise of OPC UA soon becoming the standard way of accessing automated 
factory equipment, the Guided Configuration FC consumes local data via OPC UA. Legacy 
data sources can be made accessible via external OPC UA servers. The Guided 
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Configuration FC also uses OPC UA in its internal design to decouple its functional 
components from the data storage, as shown in Figure 2.  

The FC applies a “reverse-hello” communication scheme that enables it to connect through 
a factory firewall or proxy as conveniently as possible. Since these security components 
would block DIGICOR tools if they tried to establish a connection to the shop floor from 
outside the factory, the FC instead opens a connection to the DIGICOR cloud endpoint – 
the Factory Gateway (FG) – over which requests from tools are then routed. 

The Factory Twin 

The Factory Twin is an OPC UA server whose address space acts as a digital representation 
of the aspects of the factory that are relevant to DIGICOR tools; in particular, its part in a 
collaborative manufacturing project. A detailed plan for the collaborative project (see Section 
2.3.1) is agreed upon by all partners, created using a DIGICOR tool, automatically separated 
into the parts corresponding to the involved partners’ sites, and finally distributed to the FCs 
located at these sites. The Connectors then adapt their factory twin structure based on the 
received part of the plan as described in section 2.2.1. Their address spaces serve as 
interfaces to the production data. They can be used to store information from the shop floor 
or to browse factory data and the production plan. 

The factory twin is linked to shop floor data sources via the Mapping Engine. The engine 
enables the factory engineer to obtain data from the local factory sources (OPC UA servers) 
and process it such that it is in a format and at a level of detail suitable for the tools on the 
DIGICOR platform. In this manual process, from the shop floor are associated with DIGICOR 
domain knowledge. 

 

Figure 2: The Guided Configuration Factory Connector 
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The processed data is mapped (using the Mapping Engine) into the twin’s OPC UA address 
space. Dedicated OPC UA nodes serve as storage. These nodes are constantly monitored 
by the FC, and any changes are sent to the FG.  

Connectivity setup and data transfer 

In establishing connectivity between DIGICOR tools and data sources at a particular factory, 
three phases can be identified: 

 Installation phase: The Factory Connector is installed on the factory premises and 
configured with site identification and cloud connection credentials. 

 Configuration phase: The Factory Connector is configured to fulfill data requests 
from DIGICOR tools. 

 Data transfer phase: After configuration, the FC sends the requested data to the 
DIGICOR platform. 

In the Installation Phase, the factory engineer logs into the DIGICOR portal and obtains a 
trusted FC executable. It is automatically configured such that it can establish a connection 
to the platform and identify itself as the FC for this factory or site. To maximise compatibility 
with local factory IT infrastructures, the FC executable installer is operating system 
independent (based on Node.js and Java). 

During the Configuration Phase, all collaboration partners first agree upon a production plan 
and the information to be shared as the execution of this plan progresses. Each DIGICOR 
tool used by the collaborating partners can request the data that are required from the shop 
floor. The plan and information requests are modelled according to the Production Data 
Model (see section 2.3). This process is supported by a production monitoring tool. This tool 
posts the model instance to the platform event store, where the FG picks it up and forwards 
the relevant parts to the corresponding Guided Configuration FCs. The FCs adapt their 
digital twin based on the received plan, and the factory IT manager can use the Mapping 
Engine to bind local data sources to the nodes of the twin that represent the requested data.  

In the Data Transfer Phase, the FC sends the requested data back to the DIGICOR platform. 
It monitors the local data sources for changes and reports new values to the FG via OPC 
UA Pub/Sub messages. The FC continues to listen for new collaboration plans coming from 
the FG and re-enters the Configuration Phase accordingly. 

2.1.2 Industreweb Factory Connector 

Industreweb Collect, developed by Control2K, is the Factory Connector predominantly used 
in the SMECluster use case. Its core is a data logic engine that interfaces with sources of 
data within the manufacturing facility. Its architecture allows it to be extended with protocol 
connector modules allowing for easy interfacing with each data source including legacy data 
sources such as PLC's. 
  
Industreweb Factory Connector links all sources of data within the manufacturing facility 
providing real-time monitoring and decision making via its high-speed logic engine. This 
enables monitoring of data, creation of alerts and triggering of actions in other systems. 
Industreweb Collect supports a wide range of data sources including standards such as 
legacy OPC DA and shop floor and wired networks such as ASi and wireless networks such 
as Zigbee. The architecture of the Industreweb Factory Connector is shown in Figure 3 
which is based on the concept of connectors to enable it to monitor a diverse range of data 
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sources. In addition, traditional legacy data sources are supported such as MS SQL and 
MySql databases, and flat file formats such as XML and JSON. 
 
Industreweb Collect Logic Engine orchestrates data captured from the connectors allowing 
both simple and complex events to be defined, that trigger actions once the event conditions 
are met. A simple example of an event is if a sensor value experiences a rising edge change 
of state; a complex event could be a compound logic calculation based on multiple factors 
including analogue values exceeding threshold levels. Actions can include changing data in 
a connector, displaying an alert on a screen, sending an SMS or email or writing a value to 
a database. 
 

 
Figure 3: Industreweb Factory Connector Architecture 

 
In addition to these standard connectors, native support for legacy data sources such as 
PLC's has been developed within Task T5.4 negating the need to purchase additional OPC 
Servers for each model of device. 
 
Siemens S7 PLC 
Industreweb Collect includes a connector for Siemens S7 PLC CPUs that support Ethernet 
communications (Profinet CPU or a Profinet external communication processor card). All 
common memory areas can be monitored and modified: Input, Output, Memory, DataBlock, 
Timer and Counter. 
 
Omron 
Omron PLC communications is supported over all modern Ethernet CPU's or those with an 
auxiliary communications card. The connector uses TCP/IP as the transport to manage the 
FINS commands that are specific to Omron communications. CIO and DM memory areas 
can be monitored and modified. 
 
Rockwell / AB 
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Allen Bradley / Rockwell PLC communications is supported on ControlLogix, CompactLogix, 
SoftLogix 5800 and GuardLogix CPU's. Read and Write of any Tag defined in the PLC is 
supported which includes all data types available. 
 
Schneider / Modbus 
Schneider Ethernet communications is supported using the Modbus TCP protocol. All 
memory areas can be monitored and modified. Other Modbus enabled CPU's are also 
supported. 

 

2.2 Data Flow 

The open factory connectivity architecture described in the previous section relies on the 
use of open protocols to link the cloud and local sites. This section describes the 
communication interface between the Factory Connector and Factory Gateway at the 
messaging level, covering the phases of installation, configuration and data exchange. 

2.2.1 Messaging between local site and cloud 

Communication between the Factory Connectors and the Factory Gateway is based on a 
message broker in the FG, the well-established AMQP and MQTT protocols and OPC UA. 
In the DIGICOR middleware instance for the aerospace use case, FCs connect to an 
ActiveMQ broker running on AWS (AmazonMQ) via AMQP 1.0. Since the Factory Twin is 
based on OPC UA, updates sent to the FG follow the OPC UA PubSub specification1 to 
preserve semantics.  

In the following, communication between the FG and the FC is detailed for the Guided 
Configuration FC. While factory data sources would usually connect through the FC’s 
mapping engine and alternative FCs directly to the FG’s message broker, other options are 
possible, including a direct connection to the Factory Twin (via an OPC UA Client). 

Installation Phase 

Before any communication can take place, the factory engineer has to install the FC locally.  
An installer for the Guided Configuration FC can be obtained from the DIGICOR portal. It is 
already preconfigured such that it attaches to the correct links for receiving messages (from 
the FG) and for publishing. This pre-configuration also contains the required login 
credentials. The link source address for receiving messages is: 

 DIGICOR.FACTORYPLAN.<partnerProfileId>_<SiteId> 

“SiteId” refers to the ID of the factory (or production site) that the FC represents, and 
“partnerProfileId” to the ID of the collaboration partner who runs the site. For example, 
DIGICOR.FACTORYPLAN.FOR_MUC would refer to the site “MUC” (Munich) of the partner “FOR” 

(fortiss).  

On the other hand, there is only one FG (although the architecture would allow more of them 
for load balancing if needed), so the link destination address for publishing messages to the 
Gateway is always the same for each FC: 

DIGICOR.DYNAMICDATARESPONSE 

                                            
1 OPC UA Specification: Part 14 – PubSub, Version 1.04, February 2018, 
https://opcfoundation.org/developer-tools/specifications-unified-architecture/part-14-pubsub/ 
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Configuration Phase 

With a messaging link between the FC and FG established, the FC still needs to be 
configured to actually send the messages that provide the tools in the DIGICOR platform 
with the factory data that they require. To reduce the amount of manual work involved in this 
process, DIGICOR specifies a model of information that is relevant in managing 
collaborative production. Tools can publish requests for information that they require to 
perform their task, and FCs can refer to this information to guide the factory engineer in 
connecting the matching local information sources. 

When project partners create and specify the plan for their collaborative production effort, 
this plan is an instance of the DIGICOR Production Data Model (PDM) – a description is 
available in section 2.3.1, with a UML diagram in Figure 6. In the model, data requests can 
be attached to elements of the plan. These requests specify the data (structure and content) 
that should be published on the platform when the status of the plan element changes (e.g. 
when progress is made with a production activity). Such a “DynamicDataRequest” could be 
added to a PDM instance by any tool.  

The DynamicDataRequest contains a textual description of the required data and the rate 
by which the FC should report updated values. To describe the data structure that the 
DIGICOR tool is expecting, each DynamicDataRequest wraps an instance of 
“EventDataFormat”, which further specifies all attributes of the event as key/value pairs (see 
section 2.3.1).  

For each FC, only the production tasks and data requests that its corresponding factory (or 
site) are involved in are relevant. Therefore the FG breaks down the collaboration plan into 
sub-plans and routes these snippets to the relevant Connectors. The FCs derive an OPC 
UA address space from them (see sections 2.1.1 and 2.3.1.6), which contains information 
about the collaboration. It also contains OPC UA nodes to accept the data that was 
requested by DIGICOR tools, together with the textual description. The factory engineer 
uses the Mapping Engine to bind and adapt values from local data sources to these nodes 
following the description. The FC tracks and reports whether these bindings have already 
been made (or possibly denied) via the values of special purpose variable nodes. The FC 
continues listening to messages from the FG. In case it receives an updated collaboration 
plan, the FC also adjusts its address space.  

Data Transfer Phase 

After the Factory Connector has been installed and configured to send updates to the 
DIGICOR platform, the transfer of actual application related data can begin.  

The FC monitors the twin for changes of the storage nodes for the requested data. At 
intervals that can be specified in the Production Data Model (see section 2.3.1), it publishes 
the changes to the FG as JSON messages over AMQP according to the OPC UA PubSub 
specification.  

Each message corresponds to a DIGICOR platform event and consists of a list of all key-
value pairs for the event attributes, information about the origin of the data, and an identifier 
for the event type. Each attribute value is formatted as an OPC UA Variant containing a 
numeric identifier for the datatype (according to section 5.1.2 of the OPC UA specification 
"OPC UA Part 6 - Mappings Release 1.04 Specification" version 1.04) and the value of the 
data. 
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Example Message 

A message that is sent to the FG could look as follows – with the ContentType of the 
AMQP 1.0 message set to "json/application" and its Type set to “ua-data”: 
 
{ 

 "MessageId": "4f548424-85ca-4ba6-bb4d-9fd207f9e627", 

 "MessageType": "ua-data", 

 "PublisherId": "FOR_MUC", 

 "Messages": [ 

  { 

   "DataSetWriterId": 4, 

   "SequenceNumber": 1, 

   "Timestamp": "2018-11-01T18:50:45Z", 

   "Payload": { 

    "eventName": { 

     "Body": "batchStatus", 

     "Type": 12 

    }, 

    "shopFloorTimeStamp": { 

     "Body": "2018-12-10T15:08:21Z", 

     "Type": 12 

    }, 

    "shopFloorTimeStampUnit": { 

     "Body": "dateTime", 

     "Type": 12 

    }, 

    "batchesProduced": { 

     "Body": 20, 

     "Type": 9 

    }, 

    "batchesProducedUnit": { 

     "body": "pieces", 

     "type": 12 

    }, 

    "dynamicDataRequestId": { 

     "body": "ProductionProgress-dataRequest1", 

     "type": 12 

    }, 

    "operationId": { 

     "body": "MakeSeat", 

     "type": 12 

    } 

   } 

  } 

 ] 

} 

Figure 4: OPC UA PubSub JSON message from Production Data Model instance 
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The following fields are defined by OPC UA PubSub: 

Field Type Description 

MessageId String A unique identifier for the message. 

MessageType String This is always “ua-data”. 

PublisherId String A unique identifier for the message publisher (in 
this case, the FC). 

Messages Array Contains an array of OPC UA data sets, formatted 
as JSON objects. In DIGICOR, this currently al-
ways consists of only one element (an OPC UA 
data set). The data set object holds the payload 
and other meta data about an update of a DIGI-
COR core platform event. 

DataSetWriterId UInt_16 A unique identifier for the data set. A publisher can 
publish multiple data sets. 

SequenceNumber UInt_32 This value is increased each time when this data 
set is published. 

Timestamp DateTime The time when the message was created. 

Payload  The OPC UA data set (collection of values from 
the address space) that contains the information 
needed to create the DIGICOR event. 

 

“Payload” consists of an array of OPC UA Variants that have a “body” and a “type” storing 
the data and its type (as described above).  

The following fields are always present in the OPC UA Payload for a DIGICOR PDM 
message:  

Field Type Description 

eventName OPC UA Variant: 
String 

The name of the respective DIGICOR 
event. 

dynamicDataRequestId OPC UA Variant: 
String 

A unique identifier for the data request that 
the payload answers. See section 2.3.1.3 
for more information on data requests. 

operationId OPC UA Variant: 
String 

A unique identifier of the production opera-
tion from which the data emanates. See 
section 2.3.1.3 for more information on op-
erations. 

 

The other fields store the data of the event attributes. For each attribute – such as 
“shopFloorTimestamp” – an eponymous Variant exists containing the data. A second one of 
type String stores the unit. Its name has “Unit” appended – in the example, 
“shopFloorTimestampUnit”. In the example above, another attribute called 
“batchesProduced” likewise has “batchesProducedUnit” associated. 

OPC UA PubSub also offers a simpler form of JSON encoding (non-reversible) which does 
not include the OPC UA type information. For DIGICOR, the reversible encoding was 
chosen to preserve semantics. The Variant format for DataSetFields (with a separate 
shopFloorTimestamp field) was selected over the DataValue format (and its 
SourceTimestamp) to more clearly express that the timestamp refers to the origin of the 
DIGICOR platform event. 
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2.2.2 Data Collection and Preprocessing 

The PDM defines a standardized way to represent and access data from the shop floor for 
the purpose of managing collaborative production. However, the relevant data will hardly be 
available directly from machines or systems at the shop floor. A machine may be able to tell 
when its current run to finish one widget is finished, but not in a standardized format and the 
collaboration partners will be anyway more interested in how production of the 100 widgets 
that they agreed upon is progressing overall.  

Therefore, an additional step of data collection and preprocessing is required in order to 
transform shop floor data for use by DIGICOR tools. The Mapping Engine (developed by 
fortiss) is part of the Guided Configuration FC. It enables the owner of the factory to 
transform the shop floor data to a format that can be used by DIGICOR as well as matching 
it to the semantics required by DIGICOR tools. This is done manually. Therefore, the PDM 
DynamicDataRequest contains a detailed human-readable description explaining what 
information is requested and how it is structured.  

The Mapping Engine has the capability to obtain data via OPC UA and modify it in various 
ways. The user can choose from simple equations to more complicated Java Script code 
and store the results in any OPC UA server address space (which in the context of DIGICOR 
will be the Factory Twin). The FC monitors them for changes and publishes updates to the 
DIGICOR platform. 

Additionally, data could come from other sources such as MES or ERP systems, maybe 
communicating directly with the FG as outlined at the top of this section. These sources 
have the advantage that the information relevant to the collaborative production effort will 
likely be available with much less preprocessing, but they seldom have OPC UA interfaces.  

 

2.3 Domain specific models for Data Access 

This section discusses how factory related data are represented in DIGICOR. Together with 
the connectivity architecture and messaging patterns discussed in the previous sections, 
this effectively defines the interface between DIGICOR tools and shop floor data. In this 
context, OPC UA has an important role. 

One of the most important advantages of OPC UA over the traditional OPC protocol is the 
possibility to use structures or models. This means that the data tags or points can be 
grouped and be given context which makes governance and maintenance much easier. 
These models can be monitored at runtime which makes it possible for a client to understand 
the context of the data and find elements of the model of specific types. 

2.3.1 Collaborative Production Data Model 

 Overview 

The purpose of the Production Data Model (PDM) is to offer a standardized representation 
of the planned sequence and actual progress of production, as well as a means for the 
(collaborative) services in the DIGICOR Platform to organize and obtain the necessary data. 
Its design is based on multiple use cases that were identified during the course of the 
DIGICOR project. As such, each use case is only expected to use relevant parts of the PDM. 
It is not expected that a use case specific DIGICOR tool would implement the PDM in its 
entirety. 
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First, the PDM is a high-level description of desired outcomes/products and required 
activities. It only represents information at the level of an aggregated production plan; it does 
not intend to represent a schedule which could be used for manufacturing execution.  

A second key aspect of the PDM is that it enables DIGICOR tools to request status 
information about any plan element without restrictions on the type or origin of obtainable 
information – be it the amount of material in a storage, or updates on the status of individual 
products. More detailed alternative models to the PDM can therefore be implemented by 
dedicated DIGICOR tools.  

Figure 5 shows an UML class diagram of the PDM. It describes a network of activities and 
their dependencies (i.e. an activity network), with activity categories and associated 
resources modelled as closely as reasonable to the models specified by the ISA-95 standard 
to be domain specific enough for the purpose but not too restrictive. This section gives a 
rough overview about the model while section 2.3.1.4 explains all attributes in detail. 

 Plan 

The production plan is modeled via a chain of operations that have constraints imposed 
upon them such as the order in which they can be performed or required types of equipment.  

In order to support management of the collaborating process, the site where operations take 
place is also identified. This determines the partner responsible for each operation; also, it 
allows the FG to identify the sub-graphs of the PDM that each FC has to receive (see section 
2.1.1). 

OperationsTarget 

“OperationsTarget” models the goal of the plan (comparable to a customer order). It 
specifies product IDs and quantities as well as earliest dates and deadlines. 

Activity Network 

The central concept of the PDM is an activity that represents a step of the production 
process, such as transportation or assembly. It is modeled by the abstract class “Operation”, 
so each instance must be one of its subtypes: 

 TransportationStep: This class models transportation of materials or products from 
one production site to another. 

 InspectionStep: This class models the inspection of a product at a certain 
production site (quality assurance). Different types of inspections can be specified. 

 ProductionStep: This class models the assembly or manipulation of materials 
and/or products. For example mounting tires to a car, or casting a metallic product. 

An activity network usually consists of several Operation instances with dependencies 
between them: For example, an engine cannot be attached to the chassis of a car before 
both have been assembled. These dependencies are modeled in ”OperationRelation”.  

An OperationRelation is a directed edge from a preceding Operation to a following 
Operation. Several types of relations are shown in Figure 5:  
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Figure 5: DIGICOR Operation Relation Types 

 

 Sequential: The following Operation can only start after the preceding Operation has 
finished.  

 Synchronization: The following Operation can start when the two preceding operations 
have finished. 

 Fork: The following Operations start in parallel when the preceding operation has 
finished. 

 Selection: Describes alternate paths of which only one is executed. 

All Operation and OperationRelation instances together form the ”CollaborationNetwork” 
that in turn is a component of “OperationsTarget” – describing the collaborative plan to 
achieve the target.  

Conditions 

”Condition” models additional requirements imposed upon OperationRelation that have to 
be satisfied for the next Operation to start. Each OperationRelation is composed of at least 
one Condition. Being abstract, its instance must be of the subtypes:  

 QuantityCondition: The condition is only true if the capacity of a certain Buffer (see 
below) is within a specified interval. 

 TimeCondition: The condition is only true during a specified interval in time. 

Material and Buffers 

Each Operation can have material buffers associated with it. The “Buffer” class is used to 
model capacities or storage associated with an Operation, either for the input (e.g. raw 
materials) or the output (e.g. the assembled product). The kind of material held in the buffer 
is specified by an instance of MaterialInputOutput. This capability can be used as the basis 
for coordinating an e-Kanban supply chain relationship via DIGICOR. 

Equipment 

The equipment required for an Operation can be modeled by associating an 
”EquipmentRequirement” with it. The requirement can refer to a concrete piece of equipment 
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(by ID), a type and/or certain capabilities (“skills”) that the equipment should have. This can 
serve as the basis to automatically associate equipment condition reports with the impact 
they may have on reaching the collaboration goal. 

Collaborating Partners 

An Operation usually takes place at a certain site (such as a factory) that is in turn run by 
one of the collaborating partners. Sites and partners are modeled by “Site” and 
“PartnerProfile”. Partners can have any number of sites. 

All PartnerProfiles together with the OperationNetwork are wrapped in “CollaborationPlan”. 
This class is used to represent the whole PDM and is composed of at least one 
OrderRequest and two or more PartnerProfile instances. 

 Requests for status updates during plan execution 

The PDM offers the possibility to capture requests for data from the shop floor that enable 
the collaborating partners to track progress (and coordinate their activities) as the plan is 
being executed. This can be information such as the estimated percentage of an activity that 
is already finished or the number of workpieces in a buffer. Each request is associated with 
the Operation that it is about. Technically, this is achieved by creating an instance of 
“DynamicDataRequest” and associating it with the corresponding Operation. Each 
Operation can have any number of data requests attached to it, or none at all.  

The tool will expect a response to such a request in the form of a DIGICOR platform event. 
These events are modeled by “EventDataFormat”. It is composed of a set of “EventField” 
instances, each representing one attribute of the event, with name and value stored as a 
key-value pair and the data type as UInt_32 (according to section 5.1.2 of the OPC UA 
specification, Part 6 – “Mappings”, version 1.04).  

Each PDM EventField is represented by a corresponding OPC UA variable node of matching 
type in the Factory Twin. After being configured by the factory engineer, the Mapping Engine 
will write value updates from local sources to these variable nodes. At the rate that is defined 
in the DynamicDataRequest, the FC will send an aggregated update to the FG via OPC UA 
PubSub (see section 2.1.1). All values that represent fields of the EventDataFormat are 
published together (even if only one of them has changed) so that the FG is always able to 
instantiate the whole corresponding DIGICOR platform event without having to keep state. 

DynamicDataRequest is a wrapper for exactly one EventDataFormat instance plus 
additional semantic information. Its most important attribute is a human-readable description 
string describing the precise nature of the request overall, as well as for each EventField. It 
must enable the factory engineer to configure the Mapping Engine accordingly.  
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Figure 6: Production Data Model 
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 Detailed Description 

All classes and their attributes of the PDM are detailed in the following tables: 

CollaborationPlan 
Models the Collaboration of several Collaborating Partners. 

Attributes Type Description 

collaborationPlanId String A unique ID of the Collaboration Plan. 

collaborationPlanName String The name of the Collaboration Plan. 

description String A human-readable textual description of the Collab-
oration Plan. 

publishedTime String The time when the Collaboration Plan was first pub-
lished to the platform. 

startTime String The time when the collaboration will start. 

endTime String Then time when the collaboration will end. 

collaborationId String A unique ID of the collaboration of partners (a col-
laboration may engage in multiple plans). 

 

PartnerProfile 
Models a participant of the collaboration. 

Attributes Type Description 

partnerProfileId String A unique ID of the collaborating partner. 

companyName String The name of the collaborating partner. 

 

Site 
A site such as a factory. 

Attributes Type Description 

siteId String A unique ID of the site. 

location String The location of the site. 

 

OperationsTarget 
Models the goal of the (collaborative) activities. 

Attributes Type Description 

productId String A unique ID of the product to be made. 

productName String The name of the product to be made. 

productQuantity Double The requested amount of the product. 

quantityUnit String The unit of productQuantity. 

startTime String The time when the production will start. 

endTime String Then time when the production will end. 

 

OperationNetwork 
The network of operations and their relations. 

Attributes Type Description 

operationNetworkId String A unique ID of the operation network. 

operationNetworkName String The name of the operation network. 
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Operation 
Abstract - Models a production operation. 

Attributes Type Description 

operationId String A unique ID of the operation. 

operationName String The name of the operation. 

partnerProfileId String A unique ID of the partner that executes the op-
eration. 

siteId String A unique ID of the site where the operation 
takes place. 

description String A textual description of the operation. 

stepSize Double The amount of products produced at once. 

stepSizeUnit String The unit of stepSize (pieces, kg …). 

operationDuration Double The duration of the operation. 

durationUnit String The unit of operationDuration. 

earliestStart String The earliest time when the operation can start. 

deadline String The time when the operation has to be finished. 

nestedOperations OperationNetwork An operations network that models the opera-
tion in more detail. 

 

TransportationStep 
Models the transportation of products from one site to another one. 

Attributes Type Description 

transportationType String The type of transportation. 

fromSiteId String A unique ID of the site where transportation starts. 

toSiteId String A unique ID of the target site. 

 

InspectionStep 
An inspection of a product or material. 

Attributes Type Description 

inspectionType String The type of the inspection. 

inspectionMethod String The method of the inspection. 

inspectionThreshold Double The required result to pass the inspection. 

inspectionThresholdUnit String The unit of inspectionThreshold. 

leadTime String The period of advance notice required before the 
inspection. 

leadTimeUnit String The unit of leadTime. 

 

ProductionStep 
An operation that models any production or assembly. 

Attributes Type Description 

productQuantity Double The amount of the final product. 

productQuantityUnit String The unit of productQuantity. 

leadTime String The period of advance notice required before pro-
duction can start. 

leadTimeUnit String The unit of leadTime. 
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OperationRelation 
A relation between two operations. 

Attributes Type Description 

source String A unique ID of the Collaboration Plan. 

target String The name of the Collaboration Plan. 

relationType OperationRelationType An numeric value that defines the type of the 
relation: Sequential, Selection, Fork or Syn-
chronization 

 

Condition 
Abstract - A condition that has to be fulfilled for an OperationRelation. 

Attributes Type Description 

bufferId String A unique ID of the buffer that the condition refers to. 

operationId String A unique ID of the operation that the condition re-
fers to. 

 

TimeCondition 
An interval in time during which an OperationRelation can be true. 

Attributes Type Description 

quantity Double The required product quantity associated with the 
condition. 

earliestTime String The start of the interval. 

deadline String The end of the interval. 

 

QuantityCondition 
A quantity that a buffer has to be filled with. 

Attributes Type Description 

minQuantity Double A unique ID of the Collaboration Plan. 

maxQuantity Double The name of the Collaboration Plan. 

 

EquipmentRequirement 
Models equipment requirements of an Operation. 

Attributes Type Description 

equipmentRequirementId String A unique ID of the equipment requirement. 

equipmentRequirementName String The name of the required equipment. 

equipmentId String A unique ID of the required equipment. 

equipmentType String The required type of equipment. 

equipmentSkill String The required capabilities of the equipment. 
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MaterialInputOutput 
Models ingoing and outgoing materials of an Operation. 

Attributes Type Description 

materialInputOutputId String A unique ID of the material. 

materialInputOutputName String The name of the material. 

materialId String A unique ID of the material type. 

isOutput Boolean True if the material is produced by the operation, 
false if it is required by the operation. 

materialQuantity Double The quantity of the material. 

materialQuantityUnit String The unit of materialQuantity. 

 

Buffer 
Models a buffer that can hold a certain amount of material. 

Attributes Type Description 

bufferId String A unique ID of the buffer. 

bufferName String The name of the buffer. 

unit String The unit of the capacity of the buffer. 

capacity Double The capacity of the buffer. 

threshold Double The threshold of the buffer. 

 

DynamicDataRequest 
Models data requests by DIGICOR tools. It also contains the necessary semantic infor-
mation for the factory engineer such that he can provide the data via the Mapping Tool. 

Attributes Type Description 

dynamicDataRequestId String A unique ID of the data request. 

dynamicDataRequestPublisherId String A unique ID of the publisher of the data re-
quest. 

dynamicDataRequestFormula String A human-readable textual description of a for-
mula that is necessary to collect and pre-pro-
cess shop-floor data in order to fulfil the data 
request. 

description String A human-readable textual description on how 
to collect and pre-process shop-floor data in or-
der to fulfil the data request. 

updateFrequency long The frequency at which updates about the re-
quested data are to be sent to the DIGICOR 
platform. 

updateRequencyUnit String The unit of the updateFrequency. 

bufferId String A unique ID of the buffer about that data is re-
quested. 

 

EventDataFormat 
Models a DIGICOR event. 

Attributes Type Description 

eventName String The name of the DIGICOR event. 

eventId String A unique ID of the DIGICOR event. 
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FieldType 
Models an attribute of a DGICOR event. 

Attributes Type Description 

name String The name of the attribute. 

unit String The unit of the data that the attribute contains. 

type DataType Numeric identifier for the datatype according to 
chapter 5.1.2 of the OPC UA specification "OPC UA 
Part 6 - Mappings Release 1.04 Specification" ver-
sion 1.04. 

 

 Plain JSON representation 

As described before, the PDM instance created by a Production Monitoring Tool – containing 
the collaboration plan and all requests for data that should be supplied as the plan is being 
executed – is sent to the FG which then forwards the relevant parts to the individual FCs.  

For this purpose, the FG creates a JSON representation of the PDM, without any additional 
OPC UA metadata. In the current implementation, the Jackson parser/generator and data-
binding library is used for this as well as for deserialization in the FC. A partial example of 
the serialized representation is shown below in Figure 7:  

 

Figure 7: Production Data Model instance, plain JSON representation 

All classes from the PDM are modelled as key-value pairs. Primitive variables such as 
Strings or numbers are directly represented, while more complicated classes are encoded 
as JSON objects. Classes in the PDM that are related via UML aggregation or composition 
do not have any attribute name associated, thus the class name (starting with a lowercase 
letter) is used as the key in the parent. For example, DynamicDataRequest is composed of 
one instance of EventDataFormat. This instance is serialized as a JSON object with the 
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name “eventDataFormat”. In case a parent class contains several instances of the same 
class, they are modelled as a JSON array, and the key used is the class name (again starting 
with a lowercase letter) with “List” appended at the end. A ProductionStep, for instance, 
aggregates any amount of DynamicDataRequests. These are serialized as a JSON array 
with the name “dynamicDataRequestList”. 

 OPC UA representation  

When the FC receives a PDM instance as described above, it sets up a representation of 
this instance in the OPC UA address space of its Factory Twin. For each PDM class, a 
corresponding object type node is added to the OPC UA address space (if at least one 
instance exists), and for each instance an object node is created. Instances get a browse 
name equal to the “name” attribute if they have one – otherwise it is their class name 
followed by a numeric value. The value follows the count of how many instances of that 
class have been created. UML Attributes are instantiated as variable nodes with a 
“HasProperty” relation from the instance (but not type) node to the attribute. Likewise, 
UML Composition is modeled via “HasComponent”, aggregation via “Organizes” and 
inheritance via “HasSubtype”. Unlike with attributes, Composition and Aggregation are also 
added to their type nodes, while inheritance between PDM classes is only added to the 
types. 

The root of the PDM types is the abstract node “DIGICOR_ObjectType”, a subtype of 
“BaseObjectType”. The OPC UA types for all classes of the PDM are either directly or 
indirectly derived from this. Indirect subtypes are all classes that are a UML Component of 
another class, as well as ProductionStep, TransportationStep and InspectionStep (which 
inherit from Operation) and QuantityCondition and TimeCondition (which inherit from 
Operation and Condition). Just like in the UML model, Operation and Condition are also 
abstract. Abstract types are always directly derived from “DIGICOR_ObjectType”. 

“OperationRelation” is represented as OPC UA object as well as an additional OPC UA 
relation (including the inverse). The root of the DIGICOR relation types is the abstract 
“DIGICOR_RelationType”, a subtype of “HierarchicalReferences”, and a supertype of the 
abstract “OperationRelation”. This one in turn is the supertype of all relations from the PDM: 
Sequential, Synchronization, Fork, and Selection. Their respective inverse relations are also 
created (SequentialInverse, SynchronizationInverse, ForkInverse, SelectionInverse). 

Whenever a relation R is instantiated in the address space – assuming R is coming from 
Operation A and pointing to Operation B, with object node instances I_A and I_B – the 
following two steps happen: 

- After I_A and I_B have been instantiated, the same is done for the object type of R 
(resulting in I_R). I_R contains the IDs of A and B as properties and can be browsed 
like any other object node. 

- The custom OPC UA relations are now created. One goes from I_A to I_R, and 
another one from I_R to the I_B. Likewise, inverse relations are added. 

Thereby, the relation links the object nodes of A, B and R. 

All variable nodes have only read access, except for those that serve as storage for the data 
request event fields. These nodes are instantiated from EventField, have a browse name 
equal to the “name” attribute, and are of an OPC UA variable type that is defined by the 
“type” attribute. Additionally, each of them has an (again only readable) attribute with the 
browse name “unit” and the data value equal to that of the “unit” attribute of EventField. 
Unlike all other classes of the PDM, EventType is therefore not a dedicated DIGICOR object 
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type, but one of the standard OPC UA variable types, depending on the “unit” attribute. 
Additionally, they are instantiated as attributes of their corresponding EventDataFormat, i.e. 
they are related via the “HasProperty” relation. 

For an example value update from such an address space published via OPC UA PubSub 
with JSON message encoding, see Figure 4. A partial example for a PDM instance in the 
Factory Twin address space as visualized by the UAExpert tool is shown below in Figure 8 
(note that the type definitions are not visible).  

 

 

Figure 8: Production Data Model instance, UAExpert visualization 

 

2.3.2 SMECluster Production Data Model 

 Overview 

SMECluster as a platform is a provider of Tools to its members via a marketplace which 
includes DIGICOR services and Tools. The role of the Factory Connector in relation to these 
Tools is to provide live data from the manufacturing facilities of its members to support 
collaborative or business productivity functionality. 

Due to this the SMECluster Factory Connector is designed generically around production 
assets and their operational status within the production process. This includes sensor 
values, internal status flags and error codes related to active machine faults. A focus is 
placed on identifying common features and attributes between machines so that an 
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optimised approach to representing machines and processes emerges. The data model is 
designed using a readily available OPC UA modelling tool, at a high level this includes 
concepts of  

 Areas 

 Assets 

 Mechanisms 

The data model includes a Status node common to each production asset which reflects the 
runtime state and information relating to any stoppage reasons. The aim of this is to 
standardise the diagnostics for each machine, and to support the goals of the Knowledge 
Base tool described in Section 2.4.1.  Utilising this process data model Tool providers can 
map changes of data on the shop floor to events in their software in order to provide real-
time functionality specific to their Tool. 

 Detailed Description 

The Process Data Model in the OPC UA focuses on mechanism types within the machine 
or process that would be common to different machines. This includes conveyor belts, 
turntables, transfers which regardless of application will have common data structures.  

 

 

 

Figure 9 shows the Types as defined in the OPC UA modelling software, which are later 
used to create a model instance for the manufacturing stations used in the Knowledgebase 
Scenario shown in Figure 10.  

Figure 9: Mechanism Types defined in the OPC UA model 
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 Configuration and Data Mapping 

Industreweb (IW) Collect is a high-speed data engine that interfaces with a range of systems 
and devices with the aim of extracting business critical data. The primary objective of Collect 
is to solve getting data from sources that may prove to be normally difficult or require a 
bespoke solution. Data sources can include industrial control systems (both modern and 
legacy equipment), wireless networks and devices such as ZigBee, and industrial networks 
such as Profinet, Profibus, Modbus and AS-interface. 

All data sources are then transformed to a common data model to allow processing and 
event triggering. Figure 11 shows the runtime console output with connectors and their 
associated data points underdoing data change events. 

 

 

To configure the Factory Connector to connect to this data an initial mapping configuration 
activity is carried out. This requires the setup of two configuration files:  

 Marshal.config 

 PathFile.config 

 

The PathFile configuration file specifies the runtime engine to be used, the path to the 
Marshal file and defines a list of Connectors and Programs. A large library of Industreweb 

Figure 10: Manufacturing station model comprising mechanism types 

Figure 11: Industreweb Collect runtime console output 
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Connectors is available, each implementing a standard interface to the runtime engine. New 
Connectors can be added and developed as required. Programs allow for custom runtime 
logic to be specified to trigger actions in the Factory Connector. The PathFile is processed 
at start up loading the configuration into the runtime engine, an example of which is shown 
below: 

 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" standalone="yes"?> 
<Path> 

    <Engine>{Path}\STANDARDENGINE.DLL</Engine>    

    <MarshallConfig>Marshall.xml</MarshallConfig>     

    <Connectors>   

       <Connector>{Path}\IW.Core.dll</Connector> 

       <Connector>{Path}\IW.Omron.dll</Connector> 

       <Connector>{Path}\IW.SiemensS7.dll</Connector> 

       <Connector>{Path}\IW.SQL.dll</Connector> 

       <Connector>{Path}\IW.REST.dll</Connector> 

    </Connectors> 

    <Programs>    

        <Program>AlertOnError</ Program > 

        <Program>DBStoreCycleTime</ Program >  

    </Programs> 

</Path> 

 

The Marshal configuration file allows the instances of connectors to be parameterised. This 
includes IP addresses, hardware type, rate of data communications, and example of which 
is shown below: 

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" standalone="yes"?> 

<Config> 

    <Connectors>             

       <Connector name="S7" type="S7NET"> 

            <Param name="CPUTYPE" value="S71500" /> 

            <Param name="IP" value="xxx.xxx.xxx.111" /> 

            <Param name="RACK" value="0" /> 

            <Param name="SLOT" value="0" /> 

            <Param name="UPDATERATE" value="50" /> 

            <Tag name="ERRORSTATUS"> 

                <Param name="ADDRESS" value="DB601.DBW4" />  

            </Tag>           

        </Connector> 

  <Connector name="OMRON" type="OMRON"> 

            <Param name="IP" value=" xxx.xxx.xxx.114" /> 

            <Param name="PORT" value="9600" /> 

            <Param name="UPDATERATE" value="100" />      

            <Tag name="RUNNING"> 

                <Param name="ADDRESS" value="IR300.0" />  

            </Tag> 

        </Connector>     

    </Connectors> 

</Config> 
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The configuration of each factory connector can also be done via the Admin web UI which 
runs on the on-board web server but that essentials modifies the above configuration files. 

Once the Data sources have been mapped to the Collect engine runtime, in order for the 
data to be available in OPC UA format mapping between the Collect Process Data Model 
and the OPC UA data model must be carried out. Figure 12 show the relation between types 
and instances in the data hierarchy in the web admin tools of the FC, and concepts in the 
OPC UA data model. The OPC UA data model is designed in advance using a suitable OPC 
UA modelling tool. In the web-based admin tools for the FC, a reference to the NodeID 
corresponding to the OPC UA data node is definable. This allows the Collect Engine to 
dynamically update value of that node in the OPC UA Server using the value coming from 
the process. 

 

 

Figure 12: Mapping between FC Industreweb Data Model and OPC UA Data Model concepts 

 

 OPC UA representation in FC 

To access data from the Factory Connector two variants of the OPC UA protocol are 
available to Tool Developers: 

 OPC UA Client / Server – traditional one-to-one communication that allows a tool to 
poll the server for data values (or subscribe to be notified by the server when a data 
value changes according to individual criteria) 

 OPC UA PubSub - one-to-many publish and subscribe topology, where tools are 
notified about data changes at a common rate (usually determined by the publisher) 
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Figure 13 OPC UA connectivity options within the Industreweb Factory Connector 

 

OPC UA Client Server 

OPC UA with client/server communication is used extensively in automation and offers a 
proven one-to-one TCP/IP based communication mechanism. Each OPC UA client obtains 
access to the data on the OPC UA server via point-to-point communication where the client 
sends a request to the OPC UA server, from which it receives a response. This form of 
communication enables a reliable, secure, encrypted data exchange. 

In order to communicate with the Factory Connector, the Service Tool must implement an 
OPC UA Client. This client can then connect to the server address provided by the owner of 
the Factory Connector which will be in a format as follows: 

opc.tcp://industreweb:48030/UA/PubSubServer 

 

OPC UA PubSub 

In the OPC UA with PubSub (publish/subscribe) model, a one-to-many or many-to-one 
communication mechanism is used. A publisher makes data available that can be received 
by any number of subscribers in the network. This can be achieved both brokerless and via 
a message broker; in an enterprise IT setting, a broker will always be used. In the case of 
SMECluster a RabbitMQ broker has been implemented which supports both AMQP 1.0 and 
MQTT protocols suitable for OPC UA. 

 

2.4 Manufacturing information exchange scenarios 

2.4.1 Knowledge Base scenario 

In the SMECluster scenario the Maintenance Knowledge Base tool is used to validate the 
information exchange and functionality of the Factory Connector. This tool captures valuable 
solutions to machine failures by linking relevant documentation for each solution, including 
notes, documents and videos, and example can be seen in Figure 14. These solutions are 
stored only in the tool database on the SMECluster server but use the error code as the 
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reference to retrieve the appropriate solutions. The general architecture of this scenario is 
shown in Figure 15. 
 
Benefits: 

 Ensure that errors and quality issues get dealt with quickly 

 Provide Maintenance staff with the solutions as the fault occurs 

 
Features: 

 Capture valuable solutions to machine failures 

 Link it to documentation for each fault solution which can includes notes, 
documentation, videos and more 

 Triggers documents automatically when they are required e.g. machine failure 

 Rate solutions so the best solutions become recognised 

  

 
 

  

Figure 14: Shop floor UI showing Knowledgebase Solutions to active faults 

 

Figure 15: Knowledge Base Tool communication model  
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In this scenario two identical Petra Rig manufacturing stations are used to reflect three 
distinct production sites. Each contains multiple mechanisms common to production 
machines including conveyor belts, transfers and pneumatic plungers. Each of these is 
reflected as a type and an instance in the OPC UA data model. 

The automation is provided by a Siemens ET200Pro PLC, which is connected to by the 
Industreweb Collect Factory Connector in order to read the properties and flags to populate 
the OPC UA runtime data model. 

For testing two fault conditions were investigated with the aim of solutions being shared 
between the production sites once they have been assigned to the specific Error Code. 
These are outlined in more detail in the subsequent two sections. 

 

 Conveyor Belt timeout fault 

To detect parts at the end of the first conveyor belt there is a limit switch, as shown in Figure 
18. It closes when the part pushes against it when the part reaches the end of the conveyor. 

Figure 16: Siemens ET200Pro PLC controlling the Petra Station 

Figure 17: Petra Station production units 

Figure 18: Limit switch sensor at the end of the conveyor belt 
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In the PLC, an alert is generated if the switch is not made within 10 seconds of the belt 
starting to run.  

If this fault condition occurs the Siemens PLC generates an error code of 1002 and a 
Boolean value to 1 in the memory of the PLC which is read by the Industreweb Collect 
Factory Connector and reflected in the OPC UA message payload. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Knowledge Base tool on the SMECluster server is subscribed to the ErrorActive node 
value within the Status node which is has been implemented to look for, and when it sees it 
change state is retrieves the Solutions from its database that correspond to the 1002 error 
number. 

 Parts Bin sensor fault 

The parts bin shown in Figure 19 has a pressure switch that detects that a stock level of 
component parts is present. When the stock level is empty or depleted to a single part there 
will be insufficient weight to make the switch. If this occurs, or the switch or wiring fails, the 
PLC generates an error code of 1010 and a Boolean value to 1 in the memory of the PLC 
which is read by the Industreweb Collect Factory Connector and reflected in the OPC UA 
message payload. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 19: Parts Bin with parts stock 
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In the same way as the previous fault, the Knowledge Base tool on the SMECluster server 
is subscribed to the ErrorActive node value and when it sees it change state is retrieves the 
Solutions from its database that correspond to the 1010 error number. 

2.4.1 Production Monitoring scenario 

In this scenario, a local work-in-progress tracking system at the Grugliasco plant of Comau 
SpA is integrated with a production monitoring tool in the DIGICOR platform in order to 
evaluate factory connectivity in the DIGICOR middleware instance for the aerospace use 
case. 

It is assumed that the subpart of Comau in the collaborative manufacturing effort to be 
tracked via DIGICOR consists of producing a number of MATE exoskeletons and that a 
corresponding internal production order has been issued to Comau manufacturing. The 
work-in-progress tracking System at Comau has been extended to recognize information 
about this production order as information pertaining to this activity monitored through 
DIGICOR. 

The production order is printed on a paper sheet with barcodes to be scanned at various 
steps, for example, when the system test for one MATE unit is successful. Scanning is 
performed through a handheld reader or a Smartphone app which are connected to the 
work-in-progress tracking system.  

A custom Factory Connector was added to the work-in-progress tracking system, which 
sends progress information to the Factory Gateway via AMQP following the format 
described in section 2.2.1 and Figure 4 (which is taken from this scenario). In this case, the 
FC was configured manually to supply data that fulfils the Dynamic Data Request regarding 
progress of the production operation, using internal knowledge to map between local 
information (barcodes) and the information to be shared with the DIGICOR cloud (progress 
information at the level of finished products in non-real time), holding back all information 
that should remain private. 

This scenario shows that factory connectivity can easily be achieved via a custom solution 
given the specified interfaces. 
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Figure 20: Production monitoring scenario 
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3 Acronyms 

DIGICOR Decentralised Agile Coordination Across Supply Chains 

WP Work Package 

CP Collaboration Partner 

OPC UA Open Platform Communications Unified Architecture 

AMQP Advanced Message Queuing Protocol 

MQTT Message Queuing Telemetry Transport 

FC Factory Connector 

FG Factory Gateway 
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Annex A: History 

 
Version Date Changes 

V01 19 December 18 First Draft 

V02 24 January 19 All sections by fortiss as draft 

V03 26 January 19 All sections by C2K as draft 

Final 31 January 19 Final sections committed by fortiss and C2K, internal review 
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